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Coin folders have a long, distinguished legacy as being most people's first exposure to the coin

collecting hobby. Everyone either has or knows someone who has been given a coin folder as a

child and gone on to fill it with cents, nickels, dimes or quarters. Four new bicentennial designs in

2009 and a new standard reverse design in 2010 have increased interest in the cent and collectors

will look for an updated folder to house them, making this folder an attractive buy. This is a perfect

purchase for parents, grandparents, aunts or uncles looking to engage children in a healthy,

educational hobby. -Perfect for collectors of any age -Updated folder houses the latest cent issues,

including new designs for 2009 and 2010 -Openings for 108 cents - more than any other folder on

the market -Interesting anecdotes and facts covering the history of the Lincoln cent -Larger size

than typical cent folder - 7x9.5 -Attractive design and glossy cover
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I've collected quite an assortment of coins over the years and many of them are pennies. And I've a

5 year old granddaughter who just loves sorting and putting things together. So I thought, what a

great way to have fun together and learn a bit of history at the same time.This 'Collector's Lincoln

Cents Folder' is sturdily put together. It's an attractive folder and the coins fit the slots snugly, which

I would think is as it should be. It's especially necessary when some children, and some older folks

too, are using them, because of bumps and having fun.I've purchased a few of these folders to

accommodate all my coins so I'm looking forward to having quite a bit of fun at it.

I have several coin collection booklets by Warmans (cents, nickel, dime, quarters and state



quarters), and I actually like this cents book the best. Lots of years including future years.....and I

really like the 2009 anniversary series slots a lot. The coins are very secured in this folder for sure. If

I think I might find a better coin to display in a particular slot, I just gently insert the coin for easy

removal, otherwise it can be almost impossible to get it out without showing some damage on the

cardboard. This folders look very nice and are the perfect size for a bookshelf or even a coffee table

or side table. I plan to purchase some extras for Christmas gifts this year. Oh, and they're definitely

worth the price!

Nice book, but there are no slots for the years 1959 - 1964. Since the previous Whitman book

stopped at 1958 this leaves a gap of six years.

Coins fit into the holes quite well and easily. Simple and light, with separate holes for D and P.

I bought for my cousin a variety of coin folders and he is having thetime of his life looking for coins

to fill them! Makes a great giftitem!

It was a great item except for a small detail the coin hols are to small I wouldn't get this item
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